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CONSIDERATION OF PETITION PE1175

Thank you for your letter of 7 May about Petition PE1175.

TRANSPORl
SCOTLANC'

Your ref:
PE1175

Our ref:
C1184394

Date:
28 July 2009

Transport Scotland instructed the operating company, BEAR Scotland Ltd, to carry out a revielN
of the A92 Cad ham Road and Balfarg junctions, looking at short, medium and long-term
measures to improve safety and flow at each junction. The review considered the existing
layouts and potential options for improvement, taking into account the opinions of local
interested groups. BEAR have also carried out a study to consider the feasibility of providing
traffic signals at Cad ham junction.

The draft reports were issued to the Glenrothes Area Future Group (GAFG) inlFebruary 2009,
and on 23 March, Transport Scotland and BEAR met with GAFG to discuss the reports. It wa~:
agreed that the reports should be finalised but slightly amended to include a ptoposal to provi( Ie
a link road from Cad ham Road direct to Tullis Russell behind the jetwash garage. A copy of tile
final reports will shortly be made available to the GAFG and can be made avai'lable to the
Petitions Committee, should you require a copy.

The reports identified a short term improvement for the Cad ham junction. A vehicle activated
sign will be erected north of the junction to warn southbound vehicles of the juhction and bend
ahead. In addition, road markings and signing will be improved and vegetatio~ will be cut bac :
to improve southbound forward visibility. I confirm that these works are programmed to be
undertaken before the end of this financial year in March 2010. I

In order formally to determine if there are any suitable long term measures, a Scottish Transp,: ~rt
Appraisal Guidance (STAG) report of the two junctions will be undertaken this Iyear. This will
ensure that all options are fully considered, and that any option that is shown to demonstrate
positive benefits can be added to the national minor improvements programm~, where it will b!
prioritised and have to compete with other schemes for a limited budget.

I hope this is helpful.

DAVID MIDDLETON
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